by a neural integrator that keeps track of the rat's directional heading by integrating the angular velocity of the head over time (McNaughton et 
). This finding suggests that like ATN function," computed from spikes that occurred when the rat's head was turning in the CW direction, (2) a cells, LMN HD cells also anticipate the rat's future head direction, and by an even larger amount, since the size "CCW tuning function," computed from spikes that occurred when the rat's head was turning in the CCW of the shift in preferred firing direction is typically proportional to the amount by which the cell anticipates the direction, and (3) a "no turn (NOT) tuning function," computed from spikes that occurred when the head was not future head direction (Blair and Sharp, 1995). Further support for this conclusion is presented below (see "Anturning. The influence of head turns upon HD cell activity was assessed by comparing the parameters of the CW, ticipatory Time Intervals"). Peak and Baseline Firing Rates CCW, and NOT tuning functions. LMN signal. LMN sends direct projections to ATN, so of being removed), and the same HD cell that had been recorded in ATN prior to the lesion was recorded for an the axonal transmission delay from LMN to ATN should be much less than 15-20 ms. However, the delay of the additional 15 min. Lesions were made in ten rats, which were different HD signal between LMN and ATN should not be identical to the conduction time of a single action potential. Infrom the rats used in the single unit recording experiments described above. In seven of these rats (BL stead, the HD signal delay should reflect the time required for a population of target neurons in ATN to unGroup), HD cells were encountered on LMN electrodes prior to the lesion, and histology confirmed that lesions dergo a complete change in their mean firing rate, after a similar change has occurred in LMN. Depending on caused extensive bilateral damage to LMN. In the remaining three rats (CTL Group), HD cells were not enthe membrane properties of ATN cells and the circuit properties of the LMN-ATN projection, this could be countered in LMN prior to the lesion, and histology found much longer than the conduction time for a single action that lesions did not cause damage to LMN in either potential traveling from LMN to ATN.
hemisphere because the electrode tips had missed LMN. Rats were unimpaired at performing the pellet chasing task after the lesions. excitatory projections to its near neighbors and lateral inhibitory projections to its more distant neighbors. This Stackman and Taube (1998) have reported that the peak firing rate of LMN HD cells is lower during contracenter/surround architecture causes a peak-shaped profile of activity to form within the network (gray bars), versive than ipsiversive head turns. Although this finding was not replicated in the present study (see Table 2 direction, whereas a negative ATI indicates that the cell's firing is After the animal had been assigned to either the BL or CTL group, best correlated with the past head direction (a zero ATI means that ATN electrodes were advanced until one or more well isolated HD the cell's firing is best correlation with the present head direction). cells was found in ATN. This ATN HD cell (or cells) was then recorded For example, a HD cell with an ATI of ϩ20 ms fires in best correlation from ATN for 15 min. The rat was then briefly picked up, and a large with the direction that the rat's head will be facing 20 ms in the DC current (0.5-1.0 mA for 10 s) was passed through LMN recording future. In this study, we have adopted the method introduced by electrodes. In the BL Group, the current was passed through those Blair and Sharp (1995) for measuring the ATI of a HD cell, to which electrode wires upon which HD cells had previously been observed, the reader is referred for details. creating a targeted bilateral lesion of the HD cell-containing region Angular Head Velocity within LMN. In the CTL group, current was passed through one of The angular velocity of the head was measured by computing the the LMN electrode wires in each hemisphere, even though no HD angular difference in the rat's head direction between successive cells were encountered on any of the wires. It was reasoned that video frames (as explained in Blair and Sharp [1995] , measurements this would create bilateral lesions of tissue near LMN, without deof the rat's head direction were also interpolated between video stroying the HD cell-containing region of LMN itself. After the lesion frames, to bring them into temporal alignment with measurements was made, the animal was immediately placed back into the reof the head velocity). For the analyses presented here, CW head cording chamber, to resume recording of the same HD cell in ATN turns were classified as angular head movements that exceeded a that had just been recorded prior to the lesion. positive angular velocity of 120Њ/s, CCW turns were classified as movements with a negative angular velocity of less than Ϫ120Њ/s, and the head was considered to be straight when the absolute value Histological Reconstruction of Lesion Sites of angular velocity was less than 30Њ/s, corresponding to moments Brains were sectioned in the coronal plane into 60-80 m slices, when the rat's head was either still or moving straight forward or which were mounted and stained with both cresyl violet and Prusbackward without turning. Spikes that occurred during movements sian blue. The coverslipped slides were then scanned into a comoutside of these ranges were excluded from the analysis (on averputer using a high-resolution scanner. The scanned images were age, 8% of a session's data was discarded from the analysis in this displayed using Adobe Illustrator software. In this software display, way). 
